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Fighting coronavirus: HOBART offers vaccination for employees 

 

Offenburg, Germany – Warewashing equipment manufacturer HOBART provided 

vaccinations to 148 employees at the company in mid-June. A medical team from the 

IAS (Institute for Occupational Health) informed the workforce in advance and 

administered the vaccine at the Elgersweier site. The campaign is yet another milestone 

in the fight against the pandemic. 

 

The reason why the company was one of the first in the region to offer vaccinations for 

employees is primarily due to the fact that HOBART ordered the vaccine very early on. 

Manfred Kohler, Vice President Sales and Production, explained that "Since the 

beginning of the crisis, we have been able to implement many things quickly and 

unbureaucratically. We formed a “Corona Task Force”, installed several temperature 

measuring stations, and set up test stations as one of the first companies in Offenburg – 

and then shared our knowledge with other companies. We also wanted to act as quickly 

as possible to offer the workforce a vaccination option directly at work." 

 

Anyone interested in a vaccination could register in advance for an appointment. The 

demand was high, and the vaccinated employees are delighted that they were able to 

get the vaccine in such an uncomplicated way. Two HOBART sales representatives even 

travelled to Offenburg to benefit from the vaccination offer. “I’m really happy that I’m 

finally vaccinated,” says employee Alessandra Burgert. I had tried several times to get an 

appointment at the vaccination centre and had also been on the waiting list with my 

family doctor for weeks – all without success." Valentin Burkart is already looking 

forward to the advantages that he will enjoy in about eight weeks after the second 

vaccination, plus waiting time: “Finally, I’m going to eat together with my colleagues in 

the canteen again and go to events without taking a test. I’m already counting the 

days!” 

 

For more information about HOBART, please visit www.hobart-export.com 

 

http://www.hobart-export.com/
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Note on pictures: 

Reprint for editorial use free of charge with the note  

"Photo: HOBART" 

 

Picture 1: 

 

Caption: 

Works council chairman Uli Bohleber registered the colleagues willing to be vaccinated. 

 

Pictures 2 and 3: 

  

Caption: 

Alessandra Burgert (left) and Valentin Burkart (right) got their first vaccination from 

their employer. 

 

 

https://hobart.getbynder.com/transfer/89abdb582865278b75e0e2062ecceaf71f0bb1e0ef5b015cdab3eb05e8d9f7bb
https://hobart.getbynder.com/transfer/89abdb582865278b75e0e2062ecceaf71f0bb1e0ef5b015cdab3eb05e8d9f7bb
https://hobart.getbynder.com/transfer/89abdb582865278b75e0e2062ecceaf71f0bb1e0ef5b015cdab3eb05e8d9f7bb
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Contact for press enquiries: 

HOBART GmbH 

Press office  

Phone +49 781 600-1182   

E-Mail: presse@hobart.de 

 

Follow us on: 

 

LinkedIn             Facebook             Youtube 

 

About HOBART: 

Based in Offenburg, Germany, HOBART leads the world market in commercial 

warewashing technology. We serve customers such as hotels, restaurants and caterers, 

bakeries and butcheries as well as supermarkets, airlines, cruise ships, automotive 

suppliers, research centres and pharmaceutical companies across the world. HOBART 

develops, produces and sells warewashing and cleaning, cooking, food preparation and 

waste treatment appliances and systems. The company has a global workforce of 6,900 

employees, approximately 1,100 of them in Germany. HOBART is a subsidiary of the US 

Illinois Tool Works (ITW) Group, which manufactures and sells a variety of products; the 

group has a staff of 50,000 employees in 800 autonomous companies in 56 countries. 

 

mailto:presse@hobart.de
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hobart-gmbh/
https://www.facebook.com/HOBARTDeutschland/?ref=br_rs
https://www.youtube.com/user/HOBARTGmbH

